
                                                                                             
 

 

Turnitin submission not showing in SpeedGrader 

"Quicker" way to find the list of students who submitted an assignment in Turnitin but 
their assignment is not in SpeedGrader. 

A. Finish all the marking in SpeedGrader, so we can assume those without a mark has no submissions, or with 
missing submissions in SpeedGrader. 

B. Compare the list of students from the Submission report off from Turnitin LTI tool  vs the list of students 
with no marks for that assignment in Canvas. This gives you a list of students to check through. 

C. You would then find their assignments via the Turnitin LTI tool (ie. in Canvas, as it allows you to search; 
whereas Turnitin direct login doesn't allow you to search by student names for their submissions), that 
would give you their submission that you didn’t see in SpeedGrader. Then it is up to you and your team to 
decide where and how you’d like to mark these before updating a mark in the Canvas gradebook. 

D. Check SpeedGrader. 

Although this is not a quick process, it allows you to catch them before students need to report missing marks to 
you. 

Detailed explanation 
B. Comparisons – identify the list of students whose submission may be missing in SpeedGrader 
1. Get a report from Turnitin LTI Tool: Click on the Turnitin Assignment in Canvas, click on the Download All 

dropdown and select Download Submission List. 

 

 That gives you an Excel file looks like this: 

 



                                                                                             
 

 

2. Insert an extra column (column C) to combine both First and Last name. If you type the first 3 rows, then 
Flash Fill can be applied. 

 

  

 Now you have a list of students who submitted an assignment according to Turnitin. 

3. Export Gradebook from Canvas, keep only the student name and the assignment mark column. Filter to 
show only Blanks and now you have a list of students who has no mark in Canvas. 

4. Copy the student name column from the Turnitin submission report into a new Excel tab; copy the list of 
student name from Canvas gradebook – the ones with no mark for this assignment next to the Turnitin 
submission name. 

  



                                                                                             
 

 

5. Highlight both A and B column in Excel, then select “Conditional Formatting” > New Rule. 
• Select “Format only unique or duplicate values” 
• Click on the Format button to select a format (I chose to highlight in yellow) 
• We are looking for Duplicate 

You are interested in a student has no mark “and” has been listed as submitted an assignment in Turnitin to be our 
suspect of missing submission in SpeedGrader. 

  

Click OK. 

Then your sheet would now have some highlighted values. Excel allows you to sort by colour (you may need to turn 
filtering on first) 

  

 

 

 

Then you will have a list looking like this 

  

  

 



                                                                                             
 

 

C. Looking for the missing submission 

We would recommend using the Turnitin LTI to do the searching of the submissions, for example, Amanda Lewis; in 
Canvas, click on the Turnitin Assignment, when it finishes loading, you can use the search box to find the submission. 

 

D. Checking in SpeedGrader 

We suggest going through the Gradebook again using the search function to find the student and click on the speech 
button icon on the top right hand corner of the cell to open the pop-up. Then click “More details in SpeedGrader”. 

 Amanda Lewis  123456789 
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